
   
 
 

Description of the courses in the Bachelor Programme in Circus 

starting the autumn 2017 

Courses in Circus Discipline 1a – 3b 

The courses consist of continuous training in circus discipline. The courses also deal with safe 

training, risk analysis in training, physical and mental preparation.  The student gets an insight in 

anatomy, physiology, nutrition, injury prevention, injury management and mental training.  The 

student develops knowledge and understanding for rigging and safety in the circus practice. 

Courses in Circus Expression 1a - 3b 
In these courses the student develops an awareness of and abilities to work with the techniques of 

voice, music, dance -and stage performance and other bodily practices in various artistic genres and 

forms. 

Courses in Circus Performance and Interpretation 1a – 2b 

In these courses the student develops abilities to carry out artistic processes, develop methods for 

creation and develop interpretation skills in different performance contexts. The student studies 

concept and composition approaches specific to circus as an art form, as well as knowledge on the 

terminology of aesthetics such as artistic research, narrative structure, choreography, dramaturgy 

and conceptualization. The course also provides the student with tools for documentation, peer to 

peer and self-assessment and discussion to actively develop critical thinking. 

Courses in Circus Settings 1a – 3b 

These courses prepare the student for a sustainable career within circus and the field of performing 

arts.  The courses introduce knowledge that will develop the student’s awareness of the circus 

context and options in society. It contains themes such as circus history, contemporary contexts, 

resources for production, management and distribution of the art form.  The course gives the 

students tools to identify, understand and critically reflect on the ethical, social and political 

questions that can be addressed though and with circus arts. Topics could be the construction of 

gender, normativity, social equity and sustainability. In the course the students develop practical 

knowledge in basic stage engineering as to widen the possibilities of the students to function both 

independently and with collaborators from other fields. 

Independent project 

In this course the student carries out an independent artistic development work in circus to 

strengthen the artistic identity of the students through designing and implementing a chosen artistic 

project. The objective for the students is to develop, deepen and implement their own 

methodologies within an explorative process. The course is offered the 5th term.  

Circus Act 

In this course that the student carries out the creation and performance of a professional circus act 

revealing the student's own artistry. The aim is to position the student as an interpreter and creator 

of an artwork in a format that will facilitate his/her integration to the professional field. The course is 

offered the last term of the programme. 

 


